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Match the word or phrase to its correct description. (10 points)

1. PI 3-kinase

2. Ribose

3. Hypertonic

4. Reverse transcriptase

5. Necrosis

6. Active transport

7. Apoptosis

8. Chiasma

9. Oligodendrocyte

10. Template

a) Enzyme that was �rst found in
retroviruses and is used to make cDNA

b) Sugar that is a part of RNA and a
�ve-carbon monosaccharide

c) Movement of particles against the
concentration gradient, requiring ATP,
enzymes, and more to assist the movement

d) Caspase enzymes play a part in this process
of a cell’s programmed death

e) Type of glial cell which produce myelin to
create a sheath around axons

f) Enzyme that is part of a signaling pathway,
helps to phosphorylate
phosphatidylinositol-4,5 bisphosphate when at
the 3 position

g) Single strand that the polymerase uses as a
guide to make a complementary strand

h) Cell death from accidental causes, such as
lysosomes releasing its contents into the cell

i) When the solution has a lower concentration
of solutes, which causes water to di�use into
the cell

j) Where a section of maternal chromatid is
switched for the same section of the
homologous paternal chromatid



11. Cell fractionation is separating cellular components but maintaining their individual functions.
What is the purpose of this process? (2 points)

12. List whether the following sugars are monosaccharides, disaccharides, or polysaccharides. (6 points)

a) Glucose

b) Fructose

c) Lactose

d) Galactose

e) Maltodextrin

f) Starch

13. Lactase breaks up the disaccharide lactose. Is this reaction anabolic or catabolic? Photosynthesis is
another common process, is this anabolic or catabolic? (3 points)

a) Lactase reaction is anabolic, photosynthesis is catabolic.
b) Lactase reaction is catabolic, photosynthesis is anabolic.
c) Both are anabolic.
d) Both are catabolic.

14. What is the process of “central dogma” in molecular biology? (1 point)

a) RNA → DNA → Enzyme
b) DNA → Protein → Enzyme
c) DNA → RNA → Protein
d) Protein → RNA → DNA

15. List the three parts of cell theory. (3 points)

1.
2.



3.

16. Give an example of an electron carrier and explain its purpose. (3 points)

17. How does the electron transport chain utilize chemiosmosis? (2 points)

18. Name the two main stages in photosynthesis and give a brief description of what happens in each
one. (3 points)

19. Tiebreaker: There are �ve main types of chlorophyll: a, b, c, d, and bacteriochlorophyll. What is the
formula for chlorophyll c1, and is it the most abundant type of chlorophyll found in plants? (4 points)

a) C35H30O5N4Mg, no
b) C35H28O5N4Mg, yes
c) C55H72O5N4Mg, yes
d) C55H70O6N4Mg, no

20. What is the ratio of carbon to oxygen to hydrogen in a carbohydrate molecule? (2 points)

a) 2:1:1
b) 1:2:1
c) 1:2:2
d) 1:1:2
e) 1:1:1

21. In late mitosis and the G1 phase, the two proteins _______ and _______ bind to the ORC at
origins, then help load the Mcm proteins. (5 points)

22. Regarding the cell’s components, which of the following makes up most of the cell? (2 points)

a) DNA
b) Phospholipids
c) H20
d) Proteins



23. Mitosis and meiosis are both essential processes in cell biology. While they both have their
similarities, they also have their di�erences. In the diagram below, select which letter’s description goes
along with the number. (3 points)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Questions 24-29 are associated with the following scenario.

After coming back from a long trip to Sciolyville, Camille was very hungry and decided to look around
her house to �nd what foods she had. She discovered she had these items: avocado, coconut oil, butter,
olive oil, and salmon.

24. Camille is curious what types of fats are in each of these food products. State if each product is
mostly saturated or unsaturated fat. (5 points)

a) Avocado



b) Coconut oil

c) Butter

d) Olive oil

e) Salmon

25. Camille decides to make grilled coconut salmon for dinner. As she is looking at the ingredients, she
notices how one of the oils is solid, while the other is liquid. Which one is solid, and which one is
liquid? (2 points)

26. After using both the oils to make her dish, she gets curious about how one is solid while the other is
a liquid, even though they are both oils. What is the reason for this? (2 points)

27. Once she is done eating dinner, Camille discovers she has a frozen danish. Checking the back of the
packaging, there is a di�erent type of fat shown- trans fat. What are the e�ects of eating arti�cial trans
fat? Choose all that apply. (2 points)

▢ Increases risk for heart disease
▢ Raises HDL levels
▢ Causes hypotension
▢ Decreases LDL levels
▢ Clogs arteries

28. Choose if the below statements are true or false. If the answer is false, change the underlined word
to make it true. (5 points)

a) Saturated fats have double bonds in the hydrocarbon chain.

b) Trans fats are created using a process called dehydrogenation.

c) Unsaturated fats are liquid at room temperature.

d) Cis or trans refers to the orientation of the oxygen atoms on the molecule.



The following questions are no longer associated with the above scenario.

29. True or false? RNA is �exible enough that it is able to bend back on itself and let one part of the
molecule form weak bonds with another part of the same molecule. (2 points)

30. Label these three parts of the enzyme. (3 points)

a)
b)
c)

31. What is the di�erence between osmosis and di�usion? (2 points)

32. Describe the relationship between the cell cycle and cancer. (3 points)

Questions 33-37 are associated with the following scenario.

The year is 3050, and there have been a lot of new scienti�c advancements. One day, Vic discovers a
paper telling of how genome recoding has allowed people to get less sleep but not have any regular
e�ects of sleep deprivation. Vic is constantly sleep deprived and is a sleepyhead, so he decides to try this
out.

33. After going to the lab, he takes out a piece of his DNA using a recently-invented machine, and �nds
that it is 34% adenine, 23% thymine, and 31% cytosine. Is this single-stranded or double-stranded
DNA? (1 point)



34. He takes another piece of DNA, and �nds the amount of thymine is equal to the amount of
adenine, and the amount of cytosine is equal to the amount of guanine. What rule did he just discover?
(1 point)

a) Cope’s rule
b) Rensch’s rule
c) Charga�’s rule
d) Hamilton’s rule

35. Vic pulls out a line of double-stranded DNA this time, and he tries to examine it. However, he is so
sleep-deprived that when he goes to look at what bases there are, he accidentally places the matching
strand in a machine that automatically disintegrates it. Find the matching bases for the �rst strand. (3
points)

5’ ACGAAGATCAGATTG 3’

a) 3’- TGCATCTAGTCTAAG  - 5’
b) 5’- TGCATCTAGTCTAAC  - 3’
c) 3’- TGCATCTTGTCTATC  - 5’
d) 3’- TGCTTCTAGTCTAAC  - 5’

36. Using your answer for the previous question, convert that strand to RNA. Then, using the codon
chart, what amino acids does the RNA strand code to? (4 points)

The following questions are no longer associated with the above scenario.



37. Proteins play an essential role in our body, carrying out multiple functions. In the 1980s, there was
a BSE (Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy) epidemic that broke out in the United Kingdom. BSE is a
disorder occurring in cattle, and most scientists believe this is due to prions. What do prions not have
that regular cells do? (2 points) Check all that apply.

▢ Amino acids
▢ DNA
▢ RNA

38. Ellie decides to do a classic science experiment for her fair. She leaves a plant in a box, with a hole
cut out on the side. After leaving the plant alone for one week, she comes back to see that the plant has
grown away from the hole, or where the light is coming in. Explain what concept is taking place, and
why it occurs. (3 points)

39. Which is the correct chemical equation for photosynthesis? (2 points)

a) 6C6O2 + 6H20 --> 6C6H12O6 + 6O6

b) 6C4O2 + 6H20 --> CH12O6 + O2

c) 6CO2 + 6H20 --> C6H12O6 + 6O2

d) 6CO2 + 6H40 --> C6H16O6 + 6O2

40. Nullomers are sequences of DNA that can possibly occur, but they do not due to selective
pressure. For example, a certain codon could transcribe to Leucine, but it is toxic to the cell. So the cell
uses other codons instead. What are/could be some ways to take advantage of nullomers and use them
to bene�t humans? (4 points)

41. During oxidative phosphorylation, and both move through complexes to𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐻
2

ultimately make ATP. However moves through complex I while moves through𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐻
2

complex II. How does this a�ect ATP production from these enzymes? (3 points)

42. Does or have a higher a�nity for electrons? (1 point)𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐻
2

𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻

Questions 43-47 are related to the following scenario.



Oliver is very interested in cell biology (as he should be!) so he collects di�erent slides to put under the
microscope to examine organisms. Some of these organisms are completely new species and are very
unusual.

43. Oliver chooses their �rst sample, Fakilous cellio. The cell appears to be very similar-looking to an
animal cell. What organelle that would usually be found in an animal cell is missing in this cell? What is
the function of this missing organelle, and what would occur in a normal animal cell if it were missing?
(5 points)

44 After Oliver is done looking at all the slides, he moves on to examining a rare organism, Noxygonis
aerobica. Oliver accidentally leaves it in a special room where there is no oxygen, but the organism
needs to make energy to survive. What are two ways it can make energy without oxygen present? In
other words, what are two cellular processes that it can undergo that don’t require oxygen? (3 points)

45. How many ATPs do each of those processes generate? (2 points)

46. Oliver decides to take a break from his work to snack with his friend, Rachel. Rachel chooses to eat
a low-calorie cookie. It only has 12 glucose molecules :0. Assuming the best conditions during the
cellular processes, how many ATP molecules will be produced from these glucose molecules? (2 point)

a) 500 molecules
b) 478 molecules
c) 456 molecules
d) 443 molecules



47. How is energy derived from ATP? (1 point)

The following questions are no longer associated with the above scenario.

48. Many cultures evolved to use fermentation as a method of preservation. Examples are kimchi from
Korea, sauerkraut from Germany, or achar from India. Why was fermentation such a popular option?
(3 points)

49. What type of protein structure is this? (1 point)

a) Primary
b) Secondary
c) Tertiary
d) Quaternary

50. The most crucial enzyme in glycolysis is __________. (1 point)

51. Using your answer from 50, why is this enzyme so crucial? (2 points)

52. Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex carries out pyruvate oxidation in the cytoplasm or the
mitochondria. When pyruvate dehydrogenase removes a carboxyl group from the pyruvate, what does
the carboxyl group become? (1 point)

53. Why is ATP yield often imprecise? (3 points)

54. What causes a bond to form between an -OH group on a sugar and an -OH group on another
sugar? (2 points)



55. Tiebreaker: The Selenocysteine Insertion Sequence (SECIS) is a stem-loop shaped RNA element
that directs enzymes to transcribe the codon UGA into selenocysteine, instead of a stop codon. Why
do you think this evolved to be? In other words, why do you think SECIS occurs? (4 points)

56. One former model of the cell membrane, the Davson-Danielli model, proposed proteins
surrounding a phospholipid bilayer. What were 2 limitations/problems with this model? (3 points)

57. The Frye-Edidin experiment showed when two cells are fused, the proteins mingle into one area,
rather than remaining separate. What does this suggest about how cell membranes are structured?
(3 points)

58. True or false? Cholesterol can increase �uidity. (2 points)

59. A cell’s phospholipid has a chemical called choline bound to it. What is the purpose of choline?
(2 points)

60. What is the di�erence between autocrine and paracrine signaling? (3 points)

61. True or false? Integral membrane proteins are permanently embedded into the cell. (1 point)

62. Tiebreaker: Gluconeogenesis is a process that converts noncarbohydrate molecules (i.e proteins or
fats) into glucose. The cell can break down proteins into simpler amino acids, which can be used to
build glucose. When does this process occur? In other words, what cellular conditions would trigger
this process? (4 points)

63. Look below at the animal cell diagram. Label each part of the cell that corresponds to the letter. (11
points)



A G

B H

C I

D J

E K

F

64. In animal cells, an isotonic environment is ideal. However, in plant cells, a hypotonic environment
is ideal. Why is this? (3 points)

65. Select all that apply. In which part(s) of the body are there the most amounts of smooth ER in its
cells? (3 points)

▢ Mouth
▢ Liver
▢ Small intestine
▢ Large intestine
▢ Esophagus

66. What is not a function of a cell wall?  (2 points)



a) Helps with microbe-plant interactions
b) Gives protection to the plant cell and its organelles inside
c) Prevents the cell from collapsing
d) Provides lots of �exibility to allow the plant to move around

67. What is the main purpose of �agella on cells? (1 point)

68. List 3 main things that prokaryotes and eukaryotes share in common? List 3 di�erences between
the two? (6 points)

69. Eukaryotic cells typically have telomeres; a short repeating sequence of DNA that protects the
DNA from damage during replication. Why do prokaryotic cells typically not have telomeres? (4
points)

70. Cyclin-dependent kinases are a group of enzymes that determine the beginning and length of
di�erent cell phases. These enzymes phosphorylate, meaning they attach a phosphate onto a certain
protein. What does this phosphate do? (2 points)

71. Sucrose can be broken down into smaller molecules without any enzymes. What is this process
called? (1 point)

a) Hydrolysis
b) Dehydration-condensation reaction
c) Adhesion
d) Breaking reaction

72. Ribonucleotide reductase is responsible for converting nucleoside triphosphates to
deoxynucleoside triphosphates. Why is this enzyme so heavily regulated? (2 points)

73. True or false? Anaerobic respiration and fermentation are the same thing. (1 point)

74. Disaccharides are made up of ____ monosaccharides, polysaccharides are made of more than ___
monosaccharides. (2 points)



75. In order for lipids to be utilized for energy, they must go through Beta-oxidation. Beta-oxidation is
a process by which fatty acids are broken down into carbon units. These carbon units then combine
with coenzyme A to produce acetyl-CoA. What is the signi�cance of the lipids becoming acetyl-CoA?
(3 points)

76. Prokaryotes typically reproduce assexually, using binary �ssion. What is an advantage of
reproducing in this way? (2 points)

77. Choose all that apply. The purpose of motor proteins is to _____. (2 points)

▢ Stop molecules from moving
▢Move chromosomes to opposite ends during mitosis
▢Help with muscle contraction
▢ Prevent the movement of organelles


